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1.  Solve problems using relationships of parts of geometric figures (e.g., medians of 
triangles, inscribed angles in circles). 
 

Angles (see Hvidsten section 2.1 and Kay sections 2.3 – 2.4) 
 
In angle measure, 180° is equivalent to 2π radians.  
 
Supplementary angles have measures that sum to 180°.  Complementary angles 
have measures that sum to 90°. 
 
Vertical angles formed by two intersecting lines are congruent, and thus have the 
same measure. 
 
Every angle can be bisected, forming two congruent angles, each with half the 
measure of the original.  Trisection of an angle by purely geometric methods is 
not possible in general. 

 
Triangles (see Hvidsten sections 2.1 – 2.3 and Kay sections 1.1, 3.1, 3.4) 
 
In Euclidean geometry, the angle sum of a triangle is 180°.  (The generalization of 
this theorem to neutral geometry is the Saccheri-Legendre Theorem, which states 
that the angle sum of a triangle cannot be greater than 180°.) 
 
The Exterior Angle Theorem states that an exterior angle of a triangle will have a 
measure greater than each of the two opposite interior angles.  From the diagram 
below, this would mean that m∠D > m∠A and m∠D > m∠B. 
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In an isosceles triangle, the base angles are congruent. 
 
A median of a triangle is a segment joining a vertex to the midpoint of the 
opposite side.  The three medians of a triangle intersect concurrently at a point 
called the centroid, as illustrated below.  The centroid is the triangle’s center of 
mass, when the interior of the triangle is viewed as a planar lamina with uniform 
density. 
 

 
The circumcenter of a triangle is the point equidistant from all three of its 
vertices, as shown below.  The circumcenter also turns out to be the concurrent 
intersection of the perpendicular bisectors of the three sides of the triangle.  
Notice from the second diagram that the circumcenter is not necessarily located in 
the interior of the triangle. 
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The incenter of a triangle is the concurrent intersection of the bisectors of the 
three vertex angles.  The largest circle that can be inscribed in the triangle has as 
its center the triangle’s incenter. 
 

 
 
The orthocenter of a triangle is the concurrent intersection of the three altitudes of 
the triangle.  Again, note that the orthocenter is not necessarily located in the 
interior of the triangle. 
 

   
 
 
Circles  (see Hvidsten section 2.6 and Kay section 3.8, 4.5) 
 
Given any three noncolinear points in the plane, there exists a unique circle on 
which they are incident. 
 
A chord is a segment whose endpoints lie on a circle.  A diameter is a chord that 
passes through the center of the circle.  The center of the circle is the midpoint of 
every diameter. 
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An angle whose vertex is located at the center of a circle is called a central angle.  
An angle whose vertex lies on the circle (and whose sides pass through the 
interior of the circle) is called an inscribed angle. 
 
The arc whose endpoints are the endpoints of a chord or the points at which the 
sides of an angle intersect the circle is called an intercepted or subtended arc.  In a 
circle of radius r, a central angle of T radians intercepts an arc of length rT. 
 
The measure of an inscribed angle is half the measure of the central angle that 

subtends the same arc.  In the diagram below, CBDmCODm ∠=∠
2
1 . 

 

 
The perpendicular bisector of any chord of a circle passes through the center.  The 
converse is also true: a line passing through the center of a circle that is 
perpendicular to a chord will also bisect that chord. 
 
Two chords have equal length if and only if they are equidistant from the center 
of the circle. 
 
A tangent to a circle is a line that intersects the circle at exactly one point.  A 
radius and a tangent that intersect at the point of tangency will always be 
perpendicular to each other.  In the diagram below, this would imply that 

PAOA⊥  and PBOB ⊥ . 
 
For every point P external to a circle c, there exist exactly two tangents to c 
passing through P.  In this context, P is called a pole.  If A and B are the points of 
tangency for the two tangent lines, then PA ≅ PB. 
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Polygons  (see Kay section 4.4) 
 
The angle sum (in degrees) of any convex n-gon is 180(n − 2).  This elementary 
theorem is easily verified geometrically by subdividing the n-gon into n − 2 
triangles (by inserting segments that connect nonadjacent vertices). 
 

 
2.  Solve problems using relationships among 2-dimensional geometric figures (e.g., 
congruence, similarity). 
 

Congruence Among Triangles  (see Hvidsten section 2.2 and Kay sections 3.1, 
3.3, 3.6) 
 
Two triangles are congruent if they meet any (and consequently all) of the 
following criteria: SAS, SSS, ASA, and AAS.  (Note that AAA and SSA are not 
congruence criteria!) 
 
If the two triangles are known to be right triangles, then one pair of corresponding 
angles (one “A”) is already known to be congruent. 
 
Similarity Among Triangles  (see Hvidsten section 2.5 and Kay section 4.3) 
 
Similar planar figures (including triangles) have congruent corresponding angles.  
All corresponding lengths associated with similar planar figures (including side 
lengths, diagonal lengths, etc.) are proportional.   
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3.  Solve problems using relationships among 3-dimensional geometric figures (e.g., 
congruence, similarity).  (see Kay sections 7.2 – 7.3) 
 

Note that formulas for volume and surface area of common three-dimensional 
objects are provided within the Praxis exam.  The only notable omission may be 
the surface area of a right circular cylinder (with the ends included).  This formula 
is  
 
Similarity among three-dimensional figures is analogous to the case for two-
dimensional figures.  “Shape” and angles will be the same, while lengths will be 
scaled proportionally.  Do note, however, that if two figures are geometrically 
similar with corresponding lengths proportional with a scaling factor of l, then the 
surface areas will be scaled by a factor of l2, and the volumes will be scaled by a 
factor of l3. 
 
Example: 

Suppose two right circular cones are geometrically similar, one with 
height 5 cm and with a base of radius 2 cm, the other with height 15 cm.  
The latter cone will then have a base of radius 6 cm.  Furthermore, the 
larger cone will have a surface area 9 times that of the smaller cone (9 = 
32), and will have a volume 27 times that of the smaller cone (27 = 33). 

 
Also note that the faces and other selected parts of three-dimensional figures are 
themselves two-dimensional figures (right triangles, trapezoids, etc.), and thus 
subject to the properties listed elsewhere on this sheet. 
 

Culminating Example:  Here is a problem that incorporates principles from several parts 
of this review sheet.  In the diagram below, suppose that BC is a diameter of a circle of 
radius 4.  Suppose further that ODBC ⊥  and BFOG ⊥ , and that 1=BJ .  Find the length 
of OI. 
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 Solution:  Since ∠BFC intercepts a semicircle, ∠BFC must be a right angle.  We 
also note that since BFOG ⊥ , OG must bisect the chord BF.  Since 1=BJ , we may 
conclude that 2=BF .  Therefore, ∆BFC is a right triangle for which one leg has length 2 
and the hypotenuse has length 8 (twice the radius).  The third side, FC, must have length 

152 , using the Pythagorean Theorem.  We now observe that ∆IOC is similar to ∆BFC, 
as both are right triangles (we’re given ODBC ⊥ ) and both share a common angle, 
∠OCI.  The leg OC, which is given to have length 4, corresponds to the leg FC from 
∆BFC.  Hence we may set up and solve the proportion: 
 

OC
IO

FC
BF

=  

 

4152
2 IO

=  

 

15
4

=IO . 
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